
AUTZEIT

A philanthropic opportunity of great importance
for people affected by autism

[autism + time, outside]



Autzeit is said to be an exceptional and unique place
for recovery, therapy and relaxation.

The goal of the project is to provide families with
children as well as adults with a diagnosis on the autism spectrum
an environment in which everyone (as an individual, as a couple
and as a family) can fulfill their needs and wishes, to gather strength for the
everyday life.

A unique place is created ...



Autzeit wants to put its infrastructure and its know-how at the service of society,
to help people on the autism spectrum expand their horizons and their life skills by offering high-quality therapy, inclusive living and working
spaces.

A specialized boarding school will offer tailor-made courses for children on the autism spectrum.

Providing a sheltered space for whole family to recuperate is a primary concern of Autzeit; supporting the often lifelong nursing services
provided by the family network in the context of autism.

By the creation of an international center of professional exchange and knowledge transfer on autism ...

... Autzeit embraces a big social responsibility.



The number of people diagnosed on the autism
spectrum has increased massively in recent years.

Today, every 54th boy is statistically affected.

The lifelong care in more severe cases and the
resulting overload on the family network, often leads
to a high financial burden, due to enormous
childcare costs.

In affected families, the divorce rate is above
average. Parents of autistic children also suffer more
from depression and burn-out.

Everyone has a story ...



... and everybody deserves
that their story is heard ...

An autism spectrum disorder is considered a multiple 
obstruction and includes a broad "developmental disorder“ with
different symptoms

Missing communication, is expressed for example in a "reduced
ability to articulate and express desires and needs“

Impairment of social interactions, i.e. in escape tendencies
visible with the absence of danger awareness

Rejection of body contact due to permanent over-stimulation 
(missing filters)

Uncertainty in cases of change due to unfamiliar processes
or unfamiliar environments

Strong emotional outbursts resulting in so-called melt-downs
or (auto)aggression



With the realization of the project we could secure a suitable

site, already identified with an excellent location and appropiate

size.

With your support we can achieve a lot.

Become part of this important initiative with

your contribution.



In the first phase of the project we would acquire the property
and start the operation of the therapeutic holiday village including
the supervised living, working spaces, boarding school.

In the second phase of the project we would supplement the
existing holiday village and add further therapy facilities.

A big sum - for a big project - with big visions. And you can be part
of it.

You can help...



... be part of the vision.

We invite you to help to realize Autzeit.

Be part of the idea of helping children and adolescents affected

by autism and giving them a future in stable families. Your

donation helps to create this unique place.



Katja Pleterski
Niels Schumann

www.autzeit.de

"What we have done for ourselves dies with us, what we

have done for others remains in the world and is immortal." 

(Albet Pike) Seien Sie Teil der Lösung


